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FACULTY ANNOUNCE PLANS FOR SUMMER
Metcalfe, Rasley and Hastings Will Visit New England
SEVERAL TO TEACH HERE
Miss Wheeling and Miss Winchell Go Abroad, Miss
Scotty To Teach Also.

Trips abroad and to America's vacation spots, teaching in summer sessions, and fishing trips will attract faculty members in the near future.

Dean William H. Metcalfe will remain in Europe until September 1, when he will return to the college.

Professor Harry C. Hastings, chairman of the French department, and his wife, Miss Wheeling, will spend their vacation at St. Ives, where he will conduct a summer school.

Miss Wheeling, head of the history department, will remain in Maine and Vermont during the summer session.

Dr. M. G. Nelson, assistant professor of education, will give course in rural education this summer at the Dalles in the agricultural college.

Miss Winchell, head of the home economics department, plans to visit Paris and London before coming to the summer session. She will visit Mrs. A. E. Rees, assistant professor of home economics, who is teaching in London. Miss Winchell will meet two sisters, one in England, the other in Paris, during her vacation, and together they will visit France and Italy.

Miss Katherine E. Wheeling, supervisor of the kindergartens, will spend the summer in the British Isles.

Dean William H. Metcalfe will remain in Maine and Vermont during the summer session.

Miss Katherine E. Wheeling, supervisor of the kindergartens, will spend the summer in the British Isles.

Dr. Leonard R. Richardson, head of the French department, and his wife, Miss Richardson, will take the vacation at Upper Saranac.

Dr. W. E. Willard, professor of English, will spend the summer in New York and New England.

He will devote toward completing a book on "English Literature," which he is editing.

Dr. A. K. Black, assistant professor of education, will teach here at the summer session.

Professor George M. York, head of the chemistry department, will be in the summer abroad, and will return to take his post in August, according to Dr. Metcalfe.

Miss Marjorie Kneeland, president of the student council, will spend her summer in the British Isles.

The council has arranged to have the annual convention of the student council at revived meetings this summer.

Professor Mrs. W. E. Willard, head of the French department, plans to travel in Europe during the summer session.

Professor Howard C. Brown, chairman of the chemistry department, attends to complete the term of the year at the college, and will be back in time to conduct the fall term.

Professor Mrs. W. E. Willard, head of the French department, is planning to attend meetings of the student council at Notre Dame, and will return in the fall.

The council has the purpose of traveling to the annual convention of the student council.

Spanish Club Elects Thomas Spaniel

ELEVEN TO REPRESENT STATE AT SALT BAY

S. M. E. N. will hold a debate with British crown, regarded the British constitution, issued last week by a New York State college, and the old constitution, issued last week by a New York State college.

The debate will be held at the University of Edinburgh, and will be heard by £100,000, and the old constitution, issued last week by a New York State college.
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The debate will be held at the University of Edinburgh, and will be heard by £100,000, and the old constitution, issued last week by a New York State college.
Rothschild Family was originally Counterpart of Big Oil Barons by W.M. Martin


It is a characteristic of the new history that it is placing less and less emphasis on dynasties, and more and more emphasis on the enormous power and prestige that all of the great families derive from the wealth and influence of the Rothschild name.

While the story of the house has already received some consideration in the study of European affairs, this present reviewer believes that in many cases their influence has not been sufficiently emphasized.

The Rothschilds were more than bankers. There was a sort of superhuman character about them, and they became the banks of the dynasty.

In the early part of the 19th century, they were almost in control of the Rothschild's most important connections.

Gradually, however, the family's influence began to wane. By the middle of the century, the Rothschilds had become largely a merchant of rare coins, the group's wealth having been acquired mainly through the result of foreign wars.

The greater share of the book is devoted to the Napoleon epoch, for a number of reasons. The strong influence of the Rothschild's was brought to bear upon Napoleon. The final chapter describes the house's successful efforts in bringing the storm of the post Napoleon years to an end.

It is evident that the author plans to bring the history of the house down to this point, with theore that the Rothschilds' role in modern events is still being played today. While the record of the house was not available to the author, he has succeeded in producing a very creditable treatise on the house's history. The story is divided into two classes; those that were inspired by Rothschild tools, and those that were written by connoisseurs of the house, thus being highly favorable.

The author is present in this work in an excellent manner. He has not only preserved the importance of the house's history, but in so doing he has won the admiration of the house's admirers.

One could conclude that for many years, the family's history is justly famous under the history of several generations. It is a noteworthy feature of this book that we are not left shut out in the rear of the house's history.

The story of the house is very clearly outlined, and the author in his present work has made it quite plain.

It is not uncommon to see, in the history of all kings and peoples, to see the difference in the history of the house of Rothschild from that of the history of the many other houses.

The house of Rothschild is a story in itself. There are many sides to the story, and each has its own value.

The house of Rothschild is the house of fortune, and fortune is the house of wealth. It is the house of power, and power is the house of wealth.

The house of Rothschild is the house of the German student. It is the house of the German student, and it is the house of the German student. It is the house of the German student, and it is the house of the German student. It is the house of the German student, and it is the house of the German student. It is the house of the German student, and it is the house of the German student.
\[\text{When Xerxes wept}\]

\[\text{T}he\text{ great Persian ruler gazed from a hilltop upon his vast army of a million men. It was the largest array that had ever existed. And he turned away with tears in his eyes because in a hundred years all trace of it would be gone. That army was a symbol of power, destructive... an instrument.}\]

\[\text{Today in one machine, now being built in the General Electric shops, there is combined the muscular energy of two million men. This great machine, a steam turbine, is also a symbol of power a new energy that is constructive and permanent.}\]

\[\text{Its unprecedented size, a record in construction of such machines, is a pledge to the people that the electrical industry is on the march, ever on the alert to supply plenty of electricity at a low cost to all.}\]
Curtis To Read Class History to Conclude Last Year's Senior Class Prophecy

Class day ceremonies will begin June 15 at 11 o'clock in the evening in the auditorium. Gilbert Gannong, senior class president, will preside over the ceremonies.

Miss Blanche Haddon, assistant superintendent of housing in the New York city schools, visited the College last week. She reported favorable conditions. Teachers and students were particularly pleased with the courteous attention and services we have always given you.

Oriental and Occidental Restaurant

For the benefit of the class prophecy will be given by Edna Wolfe, '29, and also as the class historian. The Troubadours will present an assembly program. Randolph D. Sprague, '29, president of the club, gave the returns from this year's presentation as follows: 452 persons attended; gross receipts $1523 profit after payment of expenses, $75.

The money will be kept in reserve since it was decided insufficient to be used for a donation as has been the custom in the past, he said.
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Producer and distributed under ideal conditions. Teachers, particularly and the public generally welcomed at all times.
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The Troubadours will present another minstrel production next year, according to a decision of the executive committee in a recent meeting. Randolph D. Sprague, '29, president of the club, gave the returns from this year's presentation as follows: 452 persons attended; gross receipts $1523 profit after payment of expenses, $75.
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